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secure your ICT environment against modern day threats
IT security is top of mind for organisations of all sizes. And with good reason
– it is a complex and ever-evolving threat. In 2017, the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission revealed that 5,500 reports received from
businesses about scams resulted in a total loss of $4.7 million.
To be competitive and drive growth for your business you need confidence knowing your technology
platforms are safe and secure.
Retrac’s Security Bundle will help you take control.
Underpinning Retrac’s work is threat intelligence, which:
Provides broad visibility into the threat landscape
Delivers actionable insights
Enables proactive cybersecurity
Helps reduce costs and minimise risk
We’re experts in monitoring the evolving threat landscape, establishing preventative measures,
detecting threats and incident response and recovery.

security bundle by retrac
Security Bundle by Retrac consists of an upfront comprehensive and robust security analysis and
then ongoing security management to ensure your team can work securely from any location, at
any time.
Retrac’s Security Bundle helps you understand the risk by auditing your environment. We help
prepare and implement security policies, educate your team and then plan, execute and maintain
threat intelligence.
Our thorough ticketing system allows Retrac to assess the breach, respond to incidents and put
actions in place immediately.

Security Bundle is delivered:
On a per user, per month basis
With daylight support for each user
	

key benefits:

Remove the element of surprise.
Plan for and fully secure your Cloud
environment. Security Bundle gives you
enhanced visibility and control so you can
be as prepared as possible for the latest
threats.

Anti-Spam and Virus.
Defend users against sophisticated threats
hidden in emails, attachments, and links.
Anti-spam, anti-virus, and anti-phishing
protection are deployed to prevent
unwanted email and spam from reaching
your network or users.

Pro-active, ongoing monitoring.
Ongoing audits provide you with periodic
assessments of your network’s vulnerability,
compliance and configuration status. And
we’ll actively work to protect your business
when new threats come out.

Rely on robust security policies.
Rest easy knowing your security policies are
up to date to meet your business needs –
and are working as they should. Multi-factor
authentication provides greater control and
transparency and ‘complex’ passwords help
increase the security of your data.

Discover your security score.
Get your score and learn more about your
risk and how to mitigate with Retrac’s
security briefing.

Quick access to IT security experts.
We’ll respond quickly, analyse the issue and
eliminate any further risk.

Advanced threat monitoring.
Reduce insider and outsider threat risks
and maximise data protection capabilities.
We’ll connect information about network
and endpoint activity with factors such as IP
addresses, URLs, and file details to provide
a thorough view of variances that suggest
threat activity.

Data protection.
With full visibility into data access and usage
we can enforce data protection policies to
prevent sensitive data loss. Security Bundle
also allows you to label documents and
restrict access through encryption.

about
Established in 2008, Retrac is dedicated to helping our customers accelerate
their business by using cloud technology. Servicing businesses in Melbourne
and regional Victoria, we’ll help you make smart technology choices, get the
most out of your technology investments and protect your valuable data.
Retrac is a diverse group of IT professionals dedicated to helping our
customers to accelerate their businesses using cloud technology in a safe and
secure way. We understand the pressures of today’s business leaders and are
focused on helping them adapt to change, be agile, service their customers
better and attract and retain key talent. Security is paramount to that.

Start creating your best business today with a security solution designed for
growing businesses just like yours.
Take control and implement Security Bundle by Retrac today.
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